
57 Maurice Terrace, Bakewell

Be quick or risk missing out.
Standing tall behind a screen of thriving tropical gardens; this gorgeous two
storey home is perfect for the family. Embracing the Territory lifestyle of
outdoor entertaining and time spent with the family in the gardens, this
home has something for every member of the family to get excited about.

On the ground floor is a sunlit living room with kitchen amenities and a
separate bedroom with ensuite bathroom that is sleek and modern. There
is a lockable laundry room / storage room perfect for the push bikes,
carport parking for 2 plus a shed with sheltered side storage area. Around
the back of the home is a shady and private spa under a sail with
established easy care gardens and paved entertaining areas.

Upstairs is a treetop balcony that overlooks the front lawns and gardens
offering an awesome space for the BBQ and guests. Twin sliding doors lead
through to the open plan living an dining areas with timber flooring and A/C.
the kitchen includes wrap around counters with a corner pantry and
overhead storage as well.

Thee bedrooms each include a built in robe and A/C with sunlit windows
framing the treetop views. The bathroom is gorgeous with a modern
renovation that includes feature tiles on the bath tub and a vanity with
plenty of built in storage.

The home is positioned moments from the Bakewell Primary School, Gunn
Lakes and opposite to a dog park as well. This is a stunning home that is
sure to impress, so it wont last long. Be quick or risk missing out.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $600,000
Property Type Residential
Property ID 387
Land Area 730 m2
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